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Abstract

The article presents the first results we have obtained
studying natural reasoning from a proof-theoretic per-
spective. In particular we focus our attention on mono-
tonic reasoning. Our system consists of two parts: (i)
A Formal Grammar – a multimodal version of clas-
sical Categorial Grammar – which while syntactically
analysing linguistic expressions given as input, com-
putes semantic information (In particular information
about the monotonicity properties of the components
of the input string are displayed.); (ii) A simple Natu-
ral Logic which derives (monotonicity) inferences using
as vehicle the parsed output. The monotonicity mark-
ers assigned in the lexicon are propagated through the
proofs via a combination of the structural and the log-
ical rules for the unary operators of Multimodal Cate-
gorial Grammar (MMCG) [Moo97]. We have chosen
to work with an expressive ‘grammar logic’, in order
to avoid the use of extra-logical marking devices and
extra-logical structural reasoning. Having MMCG as
parser, our system is able to make the derivations sim-
ply within the logic. This new approach makes the im-
plementation of the theory an easier task. We have im-
plemented the theoretical results, so far obtained, using
Grail, a theorem prover for Categorial Grammar Logics
[Moo98].

1 Introduction: Natural Logic

The task of accounting for the role of language in draw-
ing inferences is commonly considered to belong to the
domain of formal semantics, i.e., the study of themean-
ing of natural language expressions throughformal log-
ics. Most of the literature in natural reasoning assumes
a model-theoreticperspective using a formal language

as an intermediate step in which natural language ex-
pressions are translated.

In the paper we assume a new perspective: instead of
using logic forms as vehicles of inference,natural lan-
guage expressions can be used directly, and instead of
giving the derivation via an interpretation into a model,
an inference is read off the derivation. The system so
obtained is a Natural Logic.

A similar approach has been taken in [SV91], where
linguistic expressions are analyzed by a non-directional
Categorial Grammar (i.e., Lambek calculus with Per-
mutation, LP). Since LP cannot account for the mono-
tonicity marking on its own it is enriched with a mark-
ing algorithm. As we will see in the next sections,
Multimodal Categorial Grammar (MMCG), instead, is
a ‘grammar logic’ with the right expressiveness. It is
able to carry out the required tasks, simply via the log-
ical and the structural rules, without using any extra-
logical devices.

Moreover, due to the fact that in natural reasoning
the felicity of the inferences is determined both by the
syntactic and by the semantic properties of the linguis-
tic expressions, the well-known property of MMCG of
tightly integrating these two levels is fundamental.

The paper gives a brief introduction to Categorial
Grammar (CG) explaining the needs for the multimodal
system on which our Natural Logic is based. Then a
fragment of Natural Logic is discussed.

2 Multimodal Categorial Gram-
mar

2.1 Classical Categorial Grammar

In order to make the article self-contained, before go-
ing into the details of MMCG, we briefly introduce
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CG, refering the reader to [OBW88] for a more detailed
overview and to [AC96] for more recent results.

Classical CG is a language recognition device first
described in Ajdukiewicz [Ajd35]. It is based on a finite
set of primitive categories and on complex categories
recursively built. In its original presentation the latter
were denoted by the fraction notationA

B
; the combina-

tion of the categoryA
B

andB, was marked byA
B

x B or
B x A

B
, equal toA.

Bar-Hillel [BH64] split the A
B

into BnA andA=B,
in order to discriminate between complex expressions
which will produce an expression of categoryA when
composed with an arbitrary expression of categoryB to
the left, and to the right, respectively.

The notationn, =, derives from [Lam58]. In this pa-
per important steps has been taken to achieve a logical
calculus for natural language: (i) a completely formal-
ized logical language and (ii) a proof-system of/for nat-
ural language are given.

The logical language (cf. i) is enriched with the prod-
uct (composition) operator�, which makes it possible to
explicitly refer to the combination of categories.

As concerning the proof-system (cf. ii), the new step
towards a ‘Grammar Logic’ consists on the introduc-
tion of thehypothetical reasoningusing Gentzen-style
natural deduction format. For the sake of simplicity in
this subsection we present the Lambek calculus (L) in-
formally. The formal format will be used describing
MMCG.

[1a] [1b]
If A 2 �=�, and B2 �,, If AB 2 � and B2 �,
then AB2 �; then A2 �=�;

i.e., X � Y ! Z iff X ! Z=Y

[2a] [2b]
If A 2 �, and B2 �n�, If AB 2 �, and A2 �,
then AB2 �; then B2 �n�;

i.e., X � Y ! Z iff Y ! XnZ

The first rule says that if an expression B of category
� and an expression A of category�=� are given, then
the composition of A and B is of category�.

This logic characterizes some fragments of natural
language. The system proves the grammaticality of
sentences starting from the lexicon (where categories
are assigned to single words), and applying the logi-
cal rules. Here follows a simple example. Letn (for

‘common noun’),s (for ‘sentence’) andnp (for ‘noun
phrase’), be the set of primitive categories,

Example 2.1 Sara reads the book

Proof

(1) book2 n lexical entry
(2) the2 np=n lexical entry
(3) reads2 (npns)=np lexical entry
(4) Sara2 np lexical entry
(5) the book2 np (2), (1); [1a]
(6) reads the book2 npns (3), (5); [1a]
(7) Sara reads the book2 s (6), (4); [2a]

The proof starts with the lexical entries assigned to
the words present in the given string, then applies the
schema [1a] instantiating the premiseA 2 � with ‘book
2 n’ and the premiseB 2 �=� with ‘the 2 np=n’.
Thus the proof goes on in this way till the input is
proved to be of categorys.

As we have said, an important logical aspect intro-
duced by Lambek is the hypothetical reasoning. An ex-
ample will clarify the meaning and the use of it.

Example 2.2 The book that Sara reads

Proof. Let (1), (4) as before,

(5) that2 (nnn)=(s=np) lexical entry
(6) x 2 np hypothesis
(7) reads x2 (npns) (3), (6); [1a]
(8) Sara reads x2 s (7), (4); [2a]
(9) Sara reads2 s=np (8), (6); [1b]
(10) that Sara reads2 nnn (5), (9); [1a]
(11) book that Sara reads2 n (10), (1); [1a]
(12) The book that Sara reads2 np (2), (11); [1a]

In order to prove that the given string is of categorynp,
the introduction of the hypothesis ‘x’ and the elimina-
tion of it (via [1b]) are needed (i.e. the hypotethical rea-
soning). Doing so we manipulate the functional appli-
cation’s order. If we make this explicit via brackets, we
have:

(8) Sara (reads x)
(8’) (Sara reads) x
(9) Sara reads

The right-associativity property, [P1], is required. How-
ever, allowing this structural propertyglobally, will lead
to both undergeneration and overgeneration problems.
A relative clause such as ‘the book that Sara gives to
Noradin’, would still be underivable: [P1] makes ac-
cessible only the right-peripheral position. As we will
better explain in the last section acontrolled form of
[P1] will solve the problems.
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2.2 Multimodal Categorial Grammar

In the last decade new versions of the formalism we
have described, has been developed. In this paper we
work with Multimodal Categorial Grammar (MMCG)
[Moo97] which overcomes some expressive limitations
of the Lambek calculus.

Following the insight that languages are different
from each other basically in the way they structurally
realize the form/meaning correspondence, MMCG con-
sists of two independent parts: (i) a base logic, in which
no structural rules are available; and (ii) packages of
structural rules that can be lexically controlled via unary
operators,3 and2#, in addition to the classical binary
ones. The base logic is meant to capture invariants of
grammatical compositions shared by all languages. It is
a variation of the Lambek calculus described in the pre-
vious subsection, enriched with the logical rules for the
unary operators and dispossessed of the structural rules.
However, these rules are reintroduced in the structural
packages which, instead, are language-specific. More-
over, the control on the structural reasoning is made
possible by means ofmodeswhich share the base logic,
but (can) differ in their structural properties.

The logical rules of MMCG follow. To make the
comparison with their use in the coming examples eas-
ier, we present the rules in Sequent Natural Deduction
form.

Logical Rules
Logical Rules for the binary operators

� ` A=iB � ` B

(� Æi �) ` A
[=iE]

(� Æi B) ` A

� ` A=iB
[=iI]

� ` B � ` BniA

(� Æi �) ` A
[niE]

(B Æi �) ` A

� ` BniA
[niI]

� ` A �i B �[(A Æi B)] ` C

�[�] ` C
�iE

� ` A � ` B
� Æi � ` A �i B

�iI

These rules are equivalent to the ones given in the pre-
vious subsection: the Elimination rules correspond to
the (a)s, the Introduction rules to the (b)s.

A deduction of the categoryA from the combination
of the structures� and� is denoted by the sequent(�Æi
�) ` A. Structures are built up from formulas with
the binary operation (..Æi..), structural counterpart of�i.
The ‘i’ indicates the mode of the combination. Finally,

�[B] means that the structure� contains a distinguished
occurrence of the formula of categoryB.

Having these reading keys, the /iE says that if from
the structure� derives the categoryA=iB and from the
structure� the categoryB, then the composition of the
two structures isA.

Besides the logical rules for the classical operators,
MMCG consists of Introduction and Elimination rules
for the unary ones:

Logical Rules for the unary operators

� ` 3iA �[hAii] ` B

�[�] ` B
[3iE]

� ` A

h�ii ` 3iA
[3iI ]

� ` 2#
iA

h�ii ` A
[2#

iE]
h�ii ` A

� ` 2#
iA

[2#
i I ]

At this point the reading of these rules might be clear,
the only thing that should be noticed is thath�ii is the
structural operator corresponding to3i.

To complete the picture we give an example of struc-
tural rules:

Structural Rules

[�1 Æi (�2 Æj �3)] ` C

[(�1 Æi �2) Æj �3] ` C
[P1]

[(�1 Æi �2) Æj �3] ` C

[�1 Æi (�2 Æj �3)] ` C
[P2]

As is evident from the rules, the structural inferences
effect only the structure of the sentence, leaving the cat-
egoryC unchanged. Moreover, they are allowed only
for the interaction of specific modes –i; j.

In this section we have seen how the Formal Gram-
mar, on which the Natural Logic is based, syntactically
analyses linguistic expressions. In the next we describe
how it is able to carry the semantic information involved
in deriving monotonicity inference in parallel with this
parsing.

3 A Fragment of Natural Logic

3.1 Monotonicity Reasoning

Natural language inference turns out to cover many
forms of reasoning of quite different complexities
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[Ben87]. In this article we focus our attention on mono-
tonicity reasoning, which is a widespread phenomenon
in natural reasoning.

The idea on which monotonicity reasoning is based
is the following definition:

Definition 3.1 Let f : A ! B be a function and�A,
�B be two partial orders onA andB respectively, then

a. f is an increasing monotonic functioniff 8x; y 2
A, if x �A y thenf(x) �B f(y);

b. f is a decreasing monotonic functioniff 8x; y 2
A, if x �A y thenf(y) �B f(x);

In other words, an increasing (resp. decreasing) func-
tion preserves (resp. inverts) the partial order of its ar-
guments.

The application of the above definition to natural lan-
guage can be understood considering some examples:

1. Mary reads aninteresting newspaper) Mary
reads anewspaper.

2. No boy bought anewspaper) No boy bought an
interesting newspaper.

3. Marycarefully listensto the news) Mary listens
to the news.

4. No boy listens to the news) No boy carefully
listensto the news.

5. Mary doesn’tcarefully listento the news) Mary
doesn’teagerly and carefully listento the news.

The inferences all involve substituting an expression by
an expression the denotation of which is a superset (see
(1) and (3)) or a subset (see (2), (4) and (5)) of the de-
notation of the original expression. We will denote this
inclusion relation by [[P]]� [[Q]], i.e., P denotes a sub-
set of the set denoted by Q, and we summarize the de-
scribed behavior with the following inference schema:

If [[P]] � [[Q]] and N is a monotonic context, then

N [Q]

N [P ]
(a) or

N [P ]

N [Q]
(b)

The examples (1) and (3) instantiate (b), while (2), (4)
and (5) exemplify (a).

As we have anticipated in the introduction, build-
ing a fragment of Natural Logic (restricted to mono-
tonicity reasoning), means to have a logic which de-
rives (monotonicity) inferences using natural language
expressions. The idea of using a formal grammar as ba-
sis for such a system has been inspired by V. Sanchez
[SV91], who has worked with a non directional CG as
parser. The choice of having this formal grammar as
basis of his Natural Logic, does not give the system any
logical control on the sentence structure and the word
order. Natural language, however, is sensible to these
two aspects, which also have effect on (monotonicity)
inferences. Furthermore, his choice has required extra-
logical devices for the monotonicity markers propaga-
tion, namely a three-step algorithm.

Dowty [Dow94] proposes a solution to this last prob-
lem, using a simple labeled grammar. See [Ber99] for
a comparison of these two approaches with the pro-
posal here described. In the paper we show that hav-
ing MMCG as parser makes it possible to account for
both the monotonicity and the structural reasoning sim-
ply within the logic.

As we have seen (MM)CG assigns to each word ei-
ther a primitive (complete) category or a complex (in-
complete) category. The distinction,completevs. in-
completecategories, has an important role in our frame-
work: the latter are seen as functions�n� and �=�
which take argument of category� and yield values
of category�. This makes the link with monotonic-
ity reasoning possible. The property of CG of assign-
ing a functor-argument structure to arbitrary sentences,
allows the application of Definition 3.1 to natural lan-
guage. In [Zwa86] detailed tests are given for establish-
ing these properties of single words.

Moreover, using semantic information we can as-
sume a certain partial order among linguistic expres-
sions (e.g., [[big animal]]� [[animal]]). Therefore, we
have all the information required to apply the above def-
inition and derive the right inference.

However, we still miss an appropriate formalization
displaying the monotonic positions, both on the lexical
entries and on the parsed output. Definition 3.1 entails
that the argument of an increasing monotonic function
is in an increasing monotonic position whereas the ar-
gument of a decreasing monotonic function is in a de-
creasing monotonic position. We will use this fact to
assign the markers in the lexicon. What we want to
achieve is to have a parser which automatically gives an
output with this information marked so that the expres-
sion in an increasing (resp. decreasing) position can be
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replaced with denotationally bigger (resp. smaller) ex-
pression. In the next subsection is shown that MMCG
is a suitable tool for this task.

3.2 Monotonicity Reasoning with MMCG

As we have just mentioned, in order to produce a mono-
tonicity marking in the course of the derivation, first of
all, we need to display this information at the lexical en-
try level. Furthermore, we have to propagate the mark-
ers from the lexical entries of our “grammar logic” to
the final output of the parsing.

We use ‘+’ and the ‘–’ as monotonicity markers, for
the increasing and the decreasing monotonic position,
respectively. Reflecting the fact that words in functor
position are always in an increasing monotonic posi-
tion, functors are decorated with2#

+. This will keep

track, via the[2#
+E] rule of the lexical entries which

figure as functors in the proof. The propagation of
monotonicity properties from a functor to the words that
function as its arguments is given by the logical rules for
the3 operator.

One of the advantages of assuming a direct proof-
theoretic perspective in the study of natural reasoning
is that the Natural Logic thus obtained can be imple-
mented more easily. The system described in this paper
has been implemented in Grail, an automated theorem
prover for CG Logics developed by Moot [Moo98]. We
will use its proof format in the presentation of the ex-
amples below.

When attempting to prove (the grammaticality of) a
sentence, Grail starts from the lexical entries stored in a
database and applies the logical and structural rules of
the system.

Example 3.1 John walks

Lexical entries:

John ` np

walks ` 2#
+(3+npns)

Derivation

John ` np

hJohn i+ ` 3+np
[3+I]

walks ` 2#+(3+npns)

hwalks i+ ` 3+npns
[2#+E]

hJohn i+ Æ hwalks i+ ` s
[nE]

As we can see from the proof, rule [3+I ] is applied be-
cause of the3+ which heads the argumentnp of the
functor ‘walks’ and it marks the argument, ‘John’, with

the required polarity. As sketched above, rule [2
#
+E],

instead, keeps track of the functional application, mark-
ing the lexical entry ‘walks’, which is the functor, with
the structural operatorh�i+.

Based on this marked and structurally analyzed sen-
tence which is the output of our “grammar logic” and
making use of the fact that[[walks]] � [[moves]], the
Natural Logic can draw the following inference using
the schema given above:

hJohn i+ Æ hwalks i+ ` s

hJohn i+ Æ hmovesi+ ` s

However, if we give more complex sentences as input
information on the markers distribution are required.

A comparison of the examples (3) “Mary carefully
listens to the news” and (5) “Mary doesn’t carefully lis-
ten to the news”, can give the intuition of the impor-
tant role played by the monotonic function composi-
tion: the presence of “doesn’t” in (5) changes the polar-
ity of the verb phrase, allowing different substitutions.
From monotonicity calculus we know that the compo-
sition of monotonic function works simply as an alge-
braic calculus:

Monotonic Function Composition

(i) "Mon Æ "Mon = #Mon Æ #Mon = "Mon;
(ii) #Mon Æ "Mon = "Mon Æ #Mon = #Mon.

This should be reflected in the proofs given by the
formal grammar. To explicate this task we encode
the above table of monotonic function composition by
means of structural rules which derive�[�0] ` C from
�[�] ` C, where� and�0 are as specified in the table
below:

� �0

[Mon++] hh�i+i+ h�i+

[Mon��] hh�i�i� h�i+

[Mon�+] hh�i�i+ h�i�

[Mon+�] hh�i+i� h�i�

which simply says that++ = �� = + and that+� =
�+ = �.

The monotonicity distribution of a marker over all
the elements within its scope is accounted for by the
following rule. Letj 2 f+;�g, then

�[h�1 Æi �2i
j ] ` C

�[h�1i
j Æi h�2i

j ] ` C
[Monj]
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In order to see how these postulates together with the
logical rules succeed in determining the polarity mark-
ers in the process of a proof, we consider the example
of the object wide scope reading of the sentenceNo boy
reads a novel.

Example 3.2 No boy reads a novel

Lexical entries:

no ` 2#
+((s=3�(3jnpns))=3�n) boy ` n

a ` 2#
+((3+(s=3jnp)ns)=3+n) novel ` n

reads ` 2#
+((3+npns)=3+np)

The category assigned to ‘no’ expresses that it is a de-
creasing monotonic function in both its arguments3�n
and3�(3jnpns). This is captured by the fact that both
arguments are headed by3�, while the second argu-
ment of ‘no’ can be an increasing or a decreasing func-
tion – since itsnp argument is headed by3j, which
ranges over3+;3�. Applying these entries and ap-
plying the logical and the structural rules to the above
entries, the proof in figure 1 is derived.

Adopting a top to bottom perspective, we see that the
proof is given by hypothetical reasoning, assuming the
arguments taken by ‘reads’ – r0 and r2 – and substitut-
ing them with ‘no boy’ and ‘a novel’, respectively. In
particular, the second substitution which proceeds via
[=I ]4, is made possible by applying the structural rules
[Mon�] [Mon + �], which distribute the monotonic-
ity markers in accordance with the monotonic func-
tion composition. Thus in the application of[=I ]4 the
fact that thenp is abstracted from a negative context
is marked by the3�. After that, the proof goes on as
usual. A clear explanation of the use of hypothetical
reasoning in MMCG can be found in [Moo97].

Once the formal grammar has syntactically parsed
the string given as input and assigned the monotonic-
ity markers to each component, the following inference
can be derived:

If [[(a Æ novel)]]� [[(a Æ book)]], then

((no Æ boy ) Æ reads ) Æ ha Æ novel i+ ` s

((no Æ boy ) Æ reads ) Æ ha Æ book i+ ` s

3.2.1 Structural Rules: A closer look

In Example 3.2 we have used a general form of asso-
ciativity. However, now that the reader is more familiar

with MMCG logic, we can come back to the problem
the introduction of a so general property entails.

As we have said the unary operators are meant to lex-
ically control the structural rules. Therefore, in order to
have structural rules onlylocally available, we can re-
strict them to specific modally decorated formula. The
lexical entries for such specific formula will be mod-
ified in the lexicon, and the postulates refined in the
way given below. As an example we derive the rela-
tive clause we have said to be underivable inL. We use
the right-associativity[P2] and a mixed associativity.

Example 3.3 that Sara gives to Noradin

Structural Rules

[(�1 Æ h�3i) Æ �2] ` C

[(�1 Æ �2) Æ h�3i] ` C
[P3]

[�1 Æ (�2 Æ h�3i)] ` C

[(�1 Æ �2) Æ h�3i] ` C
[P2]

Lexical entries:

that ` 2#
+((3+nnn)=3+(s=32

#
3jnp))

gives ` 2#(((3+npns)=3+pp)=3+np)

to ` 2#
+(pp=3+np)

Thanks to these changes the derivation of ‘that Sara
gives to Noradin’ in Figure 2 can be obtained. As
the reader can see, the lexical entry assigned to ‘that’
requires the introduction of an hypothesis of category
2
#
3+np which substitutes the3+np. The2# which

heads this hypothesis plays a fundamental role on the
structural side: By means of the[2#E] ‘p1’ is marked
by the structural operatorh�i, which allows the applica-
tion of [P3] and [P2]. Once the structure has been prop-
erly modified the hypothesis2#

3+np is eliminated via
the [3E]2 rule and the introduction of the hypothesis
[r0 ` 32

#
3+np]

1 which will be withdrawn by[=I ]1.
Then the proof goes on as in figure 1. We abbreviate the
category assigned to ‘that’ withrel.
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Figure 1

[p2 ` 3�np]
4

....
hnoi+ Æ hboy i� ` s=3�(3+npns)

[r 0 ` 3+np]
1

....
hp1i

+ Æ (hreads i+ Æ hr 2i
+) ` s

r 0 Æ (hreads i+ Æ hr 2i
+) ` s

[3E]

hreads i+ Æ hr 2i
+ ` 3+npns

[nI]1

hhreads i+ Æ hr 2i+i� ` 3�(3+npns)
[3�I]

(hnoi+ Æ hboy i�) Æ hhreads i+ Æ hr 2i
+i� ` s

[=E]

(hnoi+ Æ hhboy i+i�) Æ (hreads i� Æ hhr 2i
+i�) ` s

[Mon�]

(hnoi+ Æ hboy i�) Æ (hreads i� Æ hr 2i
�) ` s

[Mon+�]

((hnoi+ Æ hboy i�) Æ hreads i�) Æ hr 2i� ` s
[P1]

((hnoi+ Æ hboy i�) Æ hreads i�) Æ p2 ` s
[3�E]3

(hnoi+ Æ hboy i�) Æ hreads i� ` s=3�np
[=I]4

h(hnoi+ Æ hboy i�) Æ hreads i�i+ ` 3+(s=3�np)
[3+I]

hai+ Æ hnovel i+ ` 3+(s=3�np)ns

h(hnoi+ Æ hboy i�) Æ hreads i�i+ Æ (hai+ Æ hnovel i+) ` s
[nE]

((hnoi+ Æ hboy i�) Æ hreads i�) Æ (hai+ Æ hnovel i+) ` s
[Mon+]

Figure 2

....
hthati+ ` rel

[r0 ` 32#3+np]
1

[p1 ` 2#3+np]
2

hp1i ` 3+np
[2#E]

[q ` np]3
....

hsarai+ Æ ((hgivesi+ Æ hq1i+) Æ hhtoi+ Æ hnoradini+i+) ` s

hsarai+ Æ ((hgivesi+ Æ hp1i) Æ hhtoi+ Æ hnoradini+i+) ` s
[3E]3

hsarai+ Æ ((hgivesi+ Æ hhtoi+ Æ hnoradini+i+) Æ hp1i) ` s
[P3]

(hsarai+ Æ (hgivesi+ Æ hhtoi+ Æ hnoradini+i+)) Æ hp1i ` s
[P2]

(hsarai+ Æ (hgivesi+ Æ hhtoi+ Æ hnoradini+i+)) Æ r0 ` s
[3E]2

hsarai+ Æ (hgivesi+ Æ hhtoi+ Æ hnoradini+i+) ` s=32#3+np
[=I]1

hhsarai+ Æ (hgivesi+ Æ hhtoi+ Æ hnoradini+i+)i+ ` 3+(s=32
#
3+np)

[3I]

hthati+ Æ hhsarai+ Æ (hgivesi+ Æ hhtoi+ Æ hnoradini+i+)i+ ` 3+nnn
[=E]
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Before concluding we want to make the reader aware
of some aspects of scope ambiguity phenomena un-
derlined by Natural Logic. As it is well-known sen-
tences for which more than one proof are derivable have
more than one meaning, and consequently different in-
ferences could be derived from them.

For example, the derivation of the narrow scope ob-
ject reading of the sentence considered in Example 3.2,
Nobody reads a novel, gives rise to a marked output
which justifies the following monotonicity inference,
which, as expected differs from the one above derived.

If [[(a Æ (niceÆ novel))]]� [[(a Æ novel)]], then

(no Æ boy ) Æ (reads Æ ha Æ novel i�) ` s

(no Æ boy ) Æ (reads Æ ha Æ (nice Æ novel )i�) ` s

However, the Natural Logic described so far derives
also inferences which arelogically correct but intu-
itively wrong. Let’s take a look at an example.

Example 3.4Mary reads no book
If [[(every Æ woman)]]� [[mary]] � [[(a Æ woman)]],

then

– the wide-scope object reading entails:

(hmary i� Æ reads ) Æ (no Æ book ) ` s

(hevery Æ womani� Æ reads ) Æ (no Æ book ) ` s

– and the narrow-scope object reading entails:

hmary i+ Æ (reads Æ (no Æ book )) ` s

ha Æ womani+ Æ (reads Æ (no Æ book )) ` s

These two inferences are both logically correct, how-
ever, only the second could intuitively be accepted1.

Sanchez [SV91] discussing these phenomena derives
an interesting philosophical implication. He observes
that this could imply that proper names are scope-less
semantically, but they are not soinferentially. Our in-
tent is to investigate these phenomena looking for a gen-
eral explanation.

These examples make us think that the distribution
of the monotonicity markers involves semantic expla-
nations, as well as syntactic ones. Our aim is to account
for the semantic properties involved in the monotonic-
ity reasoning simply via the logic of MMCG. Due to

1If, for example, we translate the sentenceMary reads no book
into Predicate Logic we clearly see that the inference is logically
correct: if 8x(B(x) ! :R(m; x)) and W (m) holds, then
8x(B(x) ! :8y(W (y) ! R(y; x))) also holds, although nobody
will consider the corresponding natural language inference valid.

the presence of the structural operators and the struc-
tural postulates MMCG has so far shown to be powerful
enough to achieve this goal.

4 Further research

The perspective we have assumed and the choice of
working with MMCG presents several advantages with
respect to (more traditional) approaches and opens in-
teresting problems for further investigations.

In particular, the possibility of controlling the struc-
tural variation among languages could shed new light
on the investigation of natural reasoning from a cross-
linguistic perspective, analysing the way in which dif-
ferences in the structure of the sentence might influence
the derivation.
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